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MEMORANDUM 

 

To:  PSI Members 

From:  PSI Majority Staff 

Date:  June 17, 2024 

Re: Preliminary Information from the Subcommittee’s Inquiry into Boeing’s Safety 

and Quality Practices 

 

SUMMARY OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE’S INQUIRY TO DATE 

 

 On March 19, 2024, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (“the Subcommittee”) 

opened an inquiry into The Boeing Company’s (“Boeing” or “the company”) quality and safety 

practices. The Subcommittee requested from Boeing information and records about the company’s 

safety culture and practices, including its whistleblower policies, and whistleblower Sam 

Salehpour’s allegations that Boeing was taking shortcuts in the process of manufacturing 787 and 

777 aircraft that increased safety risks.1 The Subcommittee also sent a letter to Federal Aviation 

Administration (“FAA”) Administrator Michael Whitaker seeking additional information about 

the agency’s oversight of Boeing and its investigation of Mr. Salehpour’s allegations.2 Although 

the Subcommittee’s investigation is ongoing, this memorandum presents new information based 

on documents obtained from Boeing and whistleblowers. 

 

 Since opening the inquiry, the Subcommittee has received outreach from additional 

whistleblowers in the aviation industry, including individuals with firsthand knowledge of 

Boeing’s operations and policies, who have come forward with new information about additional 

safety risks stemming from Boeing’s manufacturing practices. Specifically, these whistleblowers 

have provided information about Boeing’s ongoing mismanagement of nonconforming parts and 

its removal of quality inspections. Some whistleblowers who have come forward to the 

Subcommittee wish to remain anonymous, but others have either spoken out publicly or are willing 

to have their stories be public for the first time. 

 

Documents and accounts provided by whistleblowers familiar with Boeing’s production at 

facilities in Washington state and Charleston, South Carolina, paint a troubling picture of a 

company that prioritizes speed of manufacturing and cutting costs over ensuring the quality and 

safety of aircraft. These misplaced priorities appear to contribute to a safety culture that 

insufficiently values and addresses the root causes of employee concerns and insufficiently deters 

retaliation against employees that speak up. 

 

 

 
1 Letter from Sens. Richard Blumenthal and Ron Johnson, Perm. Subcomm. on Investigations, to David Calhoun, 

CEO, Boeing (Mar. 19, 2024), https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/wp-content/uploads/2024.3.19-PSI-Letter-to-Boeing-

CEO-David-Calhoun.pdf.  
2 Letter from Sens. Richard Blumenthal and Ron Johnson, Perm. Subcomm. on Investigations, to Michael Whitaker, 

Adm’r, Fed. Aviation Admin. (Mar. 19, 2024), https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/wp-content/uploads/2024.3.19-PSI-

Letter-to-FAA-Administrator-Michael-Whitaker.pdf.  
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ALARMING MISMANAGEMENT OF NONCONFORMING PARTS 

 

Whistleblower reports spanning more than a decade raise questions about Boeing’s ability 

to timely source and track aircraft parts and ensure that damaged or inadequate parts 

(“nonconforming parts”) are not used in aircraft production. The tracking and disposition of 

aircraft parts that do not conform to their quality or design specifications is heavily regulated, and 

criminal penalties apply to knowing or intentional falsification, concealment, or materially 

fraudulent misrepresentation in connection with records documenting the disposition of aircraft 

parts.3 Aircraft manufacturers are required to maintain a written quality system that includes 

“[p]rocedures to ensure that only products or articles that conform to their approved design are 

installed on a type-certificated product. These procedures must provide for the identification, 

documentation, evaluation, segregation, and disposition of nonconforming products and articles. 

Only authorized individuals may make disposition determinations.”4 Aircraft manufacturer quality 

systems must also prescribe “[p]rocedures to ensure that discarded articles are rendered 

unusable.”5 At Boeing, when parts are deemed “nonconforming,” they are marked with a red tag 

or red paint and stored in a secure area of the factory called the Material Review Segregation Area 

(“MRSA”).6 

 

a. “The 737 program was losing hundreds of non-conforming parts”—Whistleblower 

Sam Mohawk’s Allegations of Nonconforming Parts Mismanagement in Renton, 

Washington 

 

In May 2024, Sam Mohawk, a current Boeing Quality Assurance investigator at the MRSA 

in Renton, Washington, informed the Subcommittee that he has witnessed systemic disregard for 

documentation and accountability of nonconforming parts at Boeing’s Renton facility, where the 

737 MAX is manufactured.7 On June 11, 2024, Mr. Mohawk filed a claim with the Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration (“OSHA”), which is attached as Attachment 1. This complaint 

has not been previously released publicly.  

 

Mr. Mohawk’s current role at MRSA includes handling nonconforming parts, work that he 

alleges became significantly more complex and demanding following the resumption of 737 MAX 

production when the FAA authorized the aircraft to return to service following two crashes in 2018 

and 2019.8 Mr. Mohawk alleges that “[c]ompared to pre-grounding, MRSA was experiencing a 

300% increase [of nonconformance reports]” and that “the 737 program was losing hundreds of 

non-conforming parts.”9  

 

Mohawk feared that non-conforming parts were being installed on the 737s and 

that it could lead to a catastrophic event.10 

 
3 See 14 C.F.R. § 21.137; 18 U.S.C. § 38.  
4 14 CFR 21.137(h)(1).  
5 14 CFR 21.137(h)(2). 
6 See Complaint (AIR2-21), Mohawk v. Boeing Co., 2 (U.S. Dep’t of Lab. Occupational Safety and Health Admin., 

June 11, 2024), Attachment 1. 
7 Id. at 2–12, Attachment 1.  
8 Id. at 5, Attachment 1.  
9 Id. at 6, Attachment 1. 
10 Id. at 6, Attachment 1.  
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 Mr. Mohawk alleges that the Renton Factory’s inability to adequately manage 

nonconforming parts led to the company “intentionally hid[ing] improperly stored parts from the 

FAA” during one on-site inspection.11 

 

In June 2023, the FAA notified Boeing’s Renton plant that it would be conducting 

an inspection. Once Boeing received such a notice, it ordered the majority of the 

parts that were being stored outside to be moved to another location to 

intentionally hide improperly stored parts from the FAA. There were 

approximately 60 parts being stored outdoors, including 42 rudders alone, plus 

flaps, winglets, ailerons, stabilizers, and vertical fins. Approximately 80% of the 

parts were moved to avoid the watchful eyes of the FAA inspectors. When the FAA 

inspectors saw the remaining parts stored outside, they required Boeing to expand 

its storage capacity and add more workers in MRSA. Since then, those parts that 

were hidden from the FAA inspection have been moved back to the outside area or 

lost completely.12 

 

Mr. Mohawk alleges that the overwhelming number of nonconforming parts eventually led 

his superiors to direct him and others to eliminate or “cancel” the records that designate a part as 

nonconforming; these records are referred to as a nonconformance report (“NCR”).13 During an 

August 2023 meeting, the head of Boeing‘s Material Review Board for the 737 MAX program 

“reiterated his order for everyone to cancel and delete NCRs, and not to keep a written record of 

non-conforming parts,” an order that violated Boeing’s own policies and federal regulations.14 

Concerned about the implications of this order, Mr. Mohawk filed a Speak Up report, which is a 

report on Boeing’s internal system for receiving employee safety-related concerns.15 After months 

during which no apparent action was taken, Mr. Mohawk alleges that his report was directed to 

the same group of managers that he complained about in his report.16 

 

b. “These are $41,000.00 EA and takes 18 months to get replacements”—

Whistleblower Merle Meyers’ Allegations of Nonconforming Parts 

Mismanagement in Everett, Washington 

 

On April 24, 2024, former Boeing quality manager Merle Meyers alleged that he witnessed 

extensive mismanagement of nonconforming parts during his years of employment at Boeing’s 

factory in Everett, Washington.17 Mr. Meyers left Boeing in 2023 after a 30-year career at the 

company.18 As reported by The New York Times, Mr. Meyers “was particularly troubled that 

workers at Boeing’s Everett factory felt such pressure to keep production moving that they would 

 
11 Id. at 6–7, Attachment 1.  
12 Id. at 6–7, Attachment 1.  
13 Id. at 7, Attachment 1.  
14 Id. at 7, Attachment 1.  
15 Id. at 8–9, Attachment 1.  
16 Id. at 9, Attachment 1.  
17 Niraj Chokshi, Former Boeing Manager Says Workers Mishandled Parts to Meet Deadlines, N.Y. TIMES (April 

24, 2024), https://www.nytimes.com/2024/04/24/business/boeing-airlines-plane-issues.html. 
18 Id. 
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find unauthorized ways to get the parts they needed.”19 According to Mr. Meyers, this included 

“taking parts assigned to other planes, taking newly delivered components before they could be 

inspected or logged, or trying to recover parts that had been scrapped.”20 When he shared his story 

with the Subcommittee, Mr. Meyers alleged that Boeing manufacturing personnel regularly sought 

to retrieve nonconforming parts from a “reclamation” area, after they were initially sent there for 

disposition.21 

 

Mr. Meyers provided information to the Subcommittee which has not previously been 

made public, including allegations that the pressure on manufacturing personnel to obtain parts 

from the reclamation area was so prevalent that reclamation area personnel “collaborated to 

generate a bootleg form to at least track who signed for what part numbers.”22 According to Mr. 

Meyers, reclamation area personnel titled the form “REQUIREMENTS FOR RELEASING 

PARTS/RAW MATERIAL FROM RECLAMATION.”23 Mr. Meyers relayed that the “bootleg 

form” circumvents a “robust, documented process . . . for removing scrapped parts from 

reclamation.”24 A completed example of this form is attached as Attachment 2, which has not 

previously been publicly released. That form and several other examples provided by Mr. Meyers 

to the Subcommittee include responses that appear to justify the removal of parts from reclamation 

with the explanation: “Parts were sent [to reclamation] in error,” which Mr. Meyers alleged was a 

common pretext used by manufacturing personnel to move parts back into aircraft production.25 

The example forms reviewed by the Subcommittee, some dating as far back as 2002, appeared to 

relate to a variety of small and large aircraft parts, including “787 leading edge slats”, “landing 

gear fitting”, “787 nacelle forgings”, and “wire bundles.”26 The form provided as Attachment 2 

also appears to cite the individual cost and time required to obtain a new, identical replacement as 

justification for removing the part from reclamation: “Parts were sent in error. ENG has a possible 

rework plan. These are $41.000.00 EA and takes [sic] 18 months to get replacements.”27 

 

c. “It was just totally out of control”—Whistleblower John Barnett’s Allegations of 

Nonconforming Parts Mismanagement in Charleston, South Carolina 

 

 Whistleblower John Barnett worked at Boeing for over 30 years, including seven years as 

a quality manager in Charleston, South Carolina, where the 787 is assembled.28 Prior to his 

departure from the company in 2017, Mr. Barnett was responsible for the disposition of 

 
19 Id. 
20 Id. 
21 Notes of Subcommittee staff call with Mr. Merle Meyers, June 7, 2024 (on file with the Subcommittee). 
22 Id. 
23 Summary Compilation provided to Subcommittee staff by Mr. Merle Meyers (on file with the Subcommittee). 
24 Id. 
25 See e.g., Requirements for Releasing Parts/Raw Material from Reclamation Example Form (June 3, 2015), 

Attachment 2; Notes of Subcommittee staff call with Mr. Merle Meyers, June 7, 2024 (on file with the 

Subcommittee). 
26 Requirements for Releasing Parts/Raw Material from Reclamation Example Forms (on file with the 

Subcommittee). 
27 Requirements for Releasing Parts/Raw Material from Reclamation Example Form (June 3, 2015), Attachment 2. 
28 First Amended Complaint, Barnett v. Boeing Co., 2021-AIR-00007, 2 (U.S. Dep’t of Lab. May 4, 2021), 

https://www.scribd.com/document/715444070/Barnett-First-Amended-Complaint-5-4-21-Redacted.  
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nonconforming parts placed in the MRSA at the South Carolina facility between 2015 and 2017.29 

In 2017, Mr. Barnett filed a whistleblower retaliation complaint against Boeing that is still in 

litigation today.30 Attachments 3 and 4 are the non-public transcripts of Mr. Barnett’s March 7 and 

8, 2024, deposition conducted as part of his retaliation proceedings.31 Mr. Barnett died by suicide 

the morning of what was scheduled to be the third day of his deposition.32 

 

 Among Mr. Barnett’s allegations, he suspected that Boeing’s overriding priority to 

assemble and deliver aircraft as fast as possible pressured production employees to use 

nonconforming parts on aircraft in production, which violates FAA regulations and Boeing’s own 

policies.33 According to Mr. Barnett, “the environment at Charleston was, it’s all about 

production. And, Don’t want to hold them up. . . . I was told several times I’m not allowed to 

tell manufacturing no, that it’s their responsibility to follow procedures.”34 

 

We don’t have time to follow processes; we’re building airplanes. . . . that was a 

common theme all the time.35 

 

Nonconforming parts that are not accurately tracked and secured (sometimes considered 

“lost”) pose a risk to aircraft quality because they could be installed on aircraft in production, 

potentially resulting in failure of the nonconforming component.36 In his deposition, Mr. Barnett 

alleged that his superiors at the South Carolina factory directed him to falsify records that would 

resolve the disposition of lost nonconforming parts in the company’s Quality Management System, 

where parts are tracked.37 When Mr. Barnett refused, insisting that the parts either had to be found, 

or their missing status reported to the FAA, he allegedly was told, “Absolutely not. We are not 

reporting anything to the FAA.”38  

 

We actually found scrap parts out there [on the production line]. And the way I 

know they’re scrap parts is because our processes say, before you scrap a part, you 

paint it red. And we found numerous parts out in production that were painted 

red, that had come out of the scrap bin.39 

 

Mr. Barnett alleged that he followed Boeing’s procedures for securing nonconforming 

parts in the MRSA to ensure those parts would not end up installed on aircraft in production.40 

 
29 See Barnett Dep. Vol. 1, Barnett v. Boeing Co., 2021-AIR-00007, 47–48, 218 (U.S. Dep’t of Lab. Mar. 7, 2024), 

Attachment 3 [hereinafter “Barnett Dep. Vol. 1”]. 
30 First Amended Complaint, Barnett v. Boeing Co., 2021-AIR-00007 (U.S. Dep’t of Lab. May 4, 2021), 

https://www.scribd.com/document/715444070/Barnett-First-Amended-Complaint-5-4-21-Redacted. 
31 Barnett Dep. Vol. 1; Barnett Dep. Vol. 2, Barnett v. Boeing Co., 2021-AIR-00007 (U.S. Dep’t of Lab. Mar. 8, 

2024), Attachment 4 [hereinafter “Barnett Dep. Vol. 2”]. 
32 Sara Smart, Boeing Whistleblower Died by Suicide, Police Investigation Reveals, CNN (May 17, 2024, 9:36 PM), 

https://www.cnn.com/2024/05/17/business/boeing-whistleblower-suicide-police-investigation/index.html. 
33 See Barnett Dep. Vol. 2 22–24, 57–60, Attachment 4. 
34 Id. at 33, Attachment 4.  
35 Id. at 37, Attachment 4. 
36 Id. at 13, Attachment 4. 
37 Id. at 10–13, Attachment 4.  
38 Id. at 11, Attachment 4.  
39 Id. at 17–18, Attachment 4. 
40 Id. at 14–17, Attachment 4. 
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According to Mr. Barnett, those procedures included limiting access to the MRSA to authorized 

personnel, which did not include manufacturing personnel.41 Mr. Barnett alleged that, despite his 

objections, keys to the MRSA area were issued to manufacturing personnel.42 

 

Manufacturing lead had keys [to the MRSA]. And they were just able to walk in, 

unlock the cage, and take any part they wanted. . . . And immediately after those 

keys were issued our, we noticed lost nonconforming parts were disappearing 

again. We found parts pulled out of our scrap bin that [were] out on the production 

floor being used. We had nonconforming parts out on the floors being used. It 

was just totally out of control.43 

 

Mr. Barnett alleged that when he spoke up about violations of Boeing procedures with 

superiors, his concerns were never fully addressed and that he experienced retaliation and pressure 

to “find . . . ways to work in the grey areas to help manufacturing out.”44 

 

So they would tell you that verbally. Oh, yeah, speak up. Raise your hand. We take 

it seriously. But then, when you actually do it is when you start getting actions 

that, you know, you’re a troublemaker or you’re . . . just trying to hold up 

production.45 

 

In 2017, the FAA substantiated at least part of Mr. Barnett’s allegations.46 In addition to 

filing a retaliation complaint with OSHA, Mr. Barnett submitted a safety complaint to the FAA on 

January 19, 2017.47 The FAA investigated Mr. Barnett’s allegations by conducting interviews with 

MRSA personnel and reviewing Boeing’s quality procedures and nonconforming parts records.48 

 

An FAA review of the [Boeing South Carolina] investigation showed 45 

nonconforming part records have been researched so far and [Boeing South 

Carolina] has identified 53 nonconforming parts that are considered lost. The 

[Boeing South Carolina] investigation is still in progress and 176 nonconforming 

part records need to be researched. The FAA concluded, after review of the 

[Boeing South Carolina] investigation documentation/records and [Boeing 

Commercial Aircraft] nonconforming part processes, that [Boeing South 

Carolina] personnel did not follow approved quality system processes to track and 

disposition nonconforming parts. As a result, 53 nonconforming parts are known 

to have been lost.49 

 

 
41 Id. at 14–17, Attachment 4. 
42 Id. at 17, Attachment 4. 
43 Id. at 16–17, Attachment 4. 
44 Id. at 46, Attachment 4. 
45 Id. at 79–80, Attachment 4. 
46 Memorandum from Dir., Aircraft Certification Serv., AIR-1, Fed. Aviation Admin., to Manager, Audit and 

Analysis Branch, AAE-100, Fed. Aviation Admin., Whistleblower Complaint EWB17544, The Boeing Company -- 

Boeing South Carolina (Mar. 21, 2017), Attachment 5. 
47 Id. at 2, Attachment 5. 
48 Id. at 2, Attachment 5. 
49 Id. at 3, Attachment 5. 
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REMOVAL OF QUALITY INSPECTIONS  

 

a. Importance of Quality Inspections to Airplane Safety 

 

 Quality inspections are legally mandated and critical to the safe manufacturing and 

performance of airplanes.50 FAA regulations require aircraft manufacturers to maintain a quality 

management system “that ensures that each product and article conforms to its approved design 

and is in a condition for safe operation.”51 Among other requirements, that system must include 

“[p]rocedures for inspections and tests” and “[p]rocedures for documenting the inspection and test 

status . . . .”52 Importantly, after manufacturers establish and secure FAA approval for those 

procedures, manufacturers are required to “[m]aintain the quality system in compliance with” 

those established procedures.53 Those procedures usually involve employees on quality teams 

working as a “second set of eyes” to perform inspections and, ultimately, formally sign-off on 

work once they are comfortable that the aircraft is in conformance (called “acceptance”).54 Because 

each airplane produced must conform to the FAA-approved design, quality inspections are crucial 

to mitigating the risk that manufacturers sell airplanes that vary from the approved design in 

potentially unsafe ways.55 

 

 According to a series of FAA enforcement letters from 2016 to 2021, public reporting, and 

whistleblower allegations, Boeing engaged in a repeated, years-long effort to eliminate quality 

inspections and instead relied on the workers building the planes to inspect their own work.56 

Despite efforts to both comply with the FAA directive to restore the removed inspections and even 

add more in the wake of the January Alaska Airlines incident, as recently as May 2024, the FAA 

opened a new investigation into Boeing for potentially failing to complete required inspections on 

the 787 while falsely recording those inspections as being completed.57 

 

  

 
50 See 14 C.F.R. § 21.137; see generally Quality and Safety Management, FED. AVIATION ADMIN. (November 17, 

2021) https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/sms/explained/quality_and_safety_management. 
51 14 C.F.R. § 21.137. 
52 14 C.F.R. § 21.137(a), (g). 
53 14 C.F.R. § 21.146(b). 
54 Dominic Gates, Boeing Overhauls Quality Controls: More High-Tech Tracking but Fewer Inspectors, SEATTLE 

TIMES (Jan. 20, 2019, 5:01 PM), https://www.seattletimes.com/business/boeing-aerospace/boeing-overhauls-its-

quality-controls-more-high-tech-tracking-but-fewer-inspectors/. 
55 See generally Quality and Safety Management, FED. AVIATION ADMIN. (November 17, 2021) 

https://www.faa.gov/about/initiatives/sms/explained/quality_and_safety_management. 
56 See Notes of Subcommittee staff call with Anonymous Whistleblower (June 11, 2024) (on file with the 

Subcommittee). 
57 BOEING, PRODUCT SAFETY AND QUALITY PLAN: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2 (May 30, 2024), 

https://www.boeing.com/content/dam/boeing/boeingdotcom/safety/Safety-and-Quality-

Plan_Executive%20Summary-5-30-2024.pdf; Russell Lewis, FAA Is Investigating Boeing for Apparent Missed 

Inspections on 787 Dreamliner, NAT’L PUB. RADIO (May 6, 2024, 4:46 PM), 

https://www.npr.org/2024/05/06/1249432229/faa-investigation-boeing-787-dreamliner.  
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b. “[N]ot acceptable”—FAA’s Efforts to Rein in Boeing’s Iterated, Multi-year Effort to 

Remove Quality Inspections 

 

 Boeing’s efforts to remove inspections spanned several years and included various 

strategies for removing inspections.58 As early as 2016, the FAA sent Boeing a formal compliance 

action request following an FAA audit that alleged that a Boeing policy adopted in 2015 

“create[ed] a process that bypasse[d] the Quality organization and allow[ed] . . . Manufacturing 

Technician[s] to accept” certain tests of airplanes’ functionality without holding the requisite 

authority to do so.59 In response, Boeing blamed that problem on “unclear” language in their policy 

documents “causing confusion” within the quality team, and promised to update their documents 

and training to “clearly define the role of Quality in accepting” the relevant tests.60 

 

In November 2017, the FAA sent Boeing three letters raising similar concerns about quality 

inspections.61 A letter dated November 8, 2017 (“November 8 letter”) alleged that two new Boeing 

policies (one of which was adopted just four months after Boeing had pledged to address the 

inspection problems the FAA identified in 2016) appeared to “modify and/or circumvent” the 

requirement that planes be properly inspected and tested in part by replacing quality inspections—

which involve direct, physical examinations of planes—with “verifications”—which instead 

involve “[i]ndirectly demonstrating” compliance “by the use of data and analytical tools.”62 The 

November 8 letter again raised concern about allowing employees without the required training 

(and thus without the appropriate authority) to perform product acceptance.63 The FAA put it 

clearly: 

 

Grant[ing] acceptance responsibility without appropriate training is 

unacceptable to the Quality requirements. . . . [R]emoving inspections and 

replacing them with verifications . . . is not acceptable and does not meet the 

minimum requirements of [FAA regulations].64 

 

  

 
58 See Notes of Subcommittee staff call with Anonymous Whistleblower (June 11, 2024) (on file with the 

Subcommittee). 
59 Letter from Senior Manager, Boeing Com. Airplanes, to Aircraft Certification Serv., Fed. Aviation Admin., 6-

1031-RQSO-KGP16-279R1, at 3 (May 20, 2016) (on file with the Subcommittee). 
60 Id. at 3–5. 
61 Letter from Senior Aviation Safety Inspector, Certificate Mgmt. Off.-Boeing, Fed. Aviation Admin., to Ernesto 

Gonzalez-Beltran, Vice President of Quality, Boeing, CMP2018NM420004 (November 8, 2017) (on file with the 

Subcommittee) [hereinafter “November 8 Letter”]; Letter from Senior Aviation Safety Inspector, Certificate Mgmt. 

Off.-Boeing, Fed. Aviation Admin., to Ernesto Gonzalez-Beltran, Vice President of Quality, Boeing, 

EIR2018NM420001 (November 17, 2017) (on file with the Subcommittee) [hereinafter “November 17 Letter”]; 

Letter from Senior Aviation Safety Inspector, Certificate Mgmt. Off.-Boeing, Fed. Aviation Admin., to Ernesto 

Gonzalez-Beltran, Vice President of Quality, Boeing, CMP2018NM420008 (November 20, 2017) (on file with the 

Subcommittee) [hereinafter “November 20 Letter”]. 
62 November 8 Letter at 2. 
63 Id. at 2. 
64 Id. at 2–3. 
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The FAA’s November 8 letter did not identify any non-compliant Boeing procedures that 

the FAA had approved, but noted that several non-compliant Business Process Instructions 

(“BPIs”) appeared to “modify and/or circumvent” the FAA-approved procedures.65 A November 

17 letter explicitly rebuked Boeing’s practice of using non-FAA approved practices to contravene 

the policies the FAA did approve.66 The November 17 letter explains that, in 2015, Boeing had 

promised to undertake several corrective actions in response to a 2015 FAA audit of the 787 

Everett factory that identified documents “throughout all aircraft programs . . . that modif[ied] 

and/or appear[ed] to circumvent” approved policies but which themselves “can be modified or 

changed without notification to the FAA.”67 But in a subsequent 2017 audit completed just five 

months after the FAA issued its acceptance of Boeing’s 2015 corrective actions, the FAA again 

discovered important safety documents that Boeing had not cleared with the agency, and thus the 

FAA informed Boeing of its “failure to implement” and “unsatisfactory implement[ation]” of 

its promised actions.68 The FAA’s November 20 letter identified similar problems.69 On January 

16, 2018, in response to the November 8 and 17 letters, Boeing pledged to revise the inappropriate 

documents to comply with the law.70 

 

One year later, Boeing’s effort to remove quality inspection apparently continued despite 

the October 2018 LionAir 737 MAX crash, which took the lives of 189 passengers and crew.71 In 

January 2019, The Seattle Times reported that Boeing aimed to eliminate a total of 900 inspector 

positions across their Washington state factories in 2019 and 2020—a nearly one-third reduction 

in inspector headcount.72 At the time, Boeing claimed that new, automated tools were so accurate 

that they made quality inspections unnecessary.73 Boeing’s manufacturing union, District 751 of 

the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, on the other hand, argued that 

Boeing had artificially depressed the number of recorded defects in order to justify eliminating 

inspections by pressuring inspectors to approach mechanics informally to repair defects rather than 

formally document them, “essentially masking defects.”74 Indeed, even before The Seattle Times’ 

reporting, the union was the first to raise concerns about Boeing’s plan to cut inspections.75 By 

 
65 Id. at 2. The FAA proactively reviews and approves high-level Boeing system changes (called “Procedures,” or 

“PROs”), while merely requiring Boeing to notify the agency of lower-level changes (called “Business Process 

Instructions,” or “BPIs”). See Notes of Subcommittee staff call with Anonymous Whistleblower (June 11, 2024) (on 

file with the Subcommittee). 
66 November 17 Letter at 1. 
67 Id. at 1. 
68 Id. at 2. 
69 See November 20 Letter. 
70 See Letter from Senior Manager, Boeing Com. Airplanes, for Dir., Boeing Com. Airplanes, to Aircraft 

Certification Serv., Fed. Aviation Admin., 6-1032-RQSO-MAS18-018R1, at 6 (Jan. 16, 2018) (on file with the 

Subcommittee). 
71 Niniek Karmini et al., Lion Air Crash Report Points to Boeing, Pilots, Maintenance, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Oct. 25, 

2019, 6:59 PM), https://apnews.com/article/ede40d989be64863a9405802d6bb083b. 
72 Dominic Gates, Boeing Overhauls Quality Controls: More High-tech Tracking but Fewer Inspectors, SEATTLE 

TIMES (Jan. 20, 2019, 5:01 PM), https://www.seattletimes.com/business/boeing-aerospace/boeing-overhauls-its-

quality-controls-more-high-tech-tracking-but-fewer-inspectors/. 
73 Id. 
74 Not OK to Cut QA is Message on Boeing’s Plan, DISTRICT 751 AERO MECHANIC, Dec. 2018–Jan. 2019, at 4, 

https://www.iam751.org/docs/Dec_2018Jan2019Aero.pdf. 
75 See id. at 1. 
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2019, the FAA had substantiated several instances of Boeing failing to document defects, which 

Boeing claimed represented isolated instances of employees not following the rules.76  

 

Boeing Vice President of Quality, Ernesto Gonzalez-Beltran—the same individual to 

whom all three 2017 FAA letters were addressed—was “spearhead[ing]” the inspection removal 

effort, which aimed to shift from having inspectors “check[ing] every airplane” to now only 

“check[ing] once every 100 parts or every 1,000 parts.”77 Boeing said it was “trying to walk away 

from” “everybody [being] dependent on a second person,” and instead have “the 

mechanic . . . verify their own work”—in doing so, Boeing observed that “wait time is 

eliminated.”78 At the time, Boeing claimed that the FAA “endorse[s] and understand[s]” the 

changes, and assured the public that Boeing was only eliminating inspections in processes that 

experienced few defects.79 

 

Mr. Barnett observed similar trends in Charleston. He alleged that although the Puget 

Sound factories assigned one quality inspector to cover every nine mechanics (at least until Barnett 

left in 2010), in Charleston (where he worked from 2010 to 2017) he saw “times where one 

inspector was trying to cover 50 to 100 mechanics on two different airplanes,” explaining that even 

covering just nine mechanics “was a busy day” and that he “d[id]n’t see how in the world anybody 

could keep up with 50.”80 Barnett highlighted an example of how management responded to his 

insistence that the factory allow for quality inspections:  

 

[I]t wasn’t three minutes later, [a manager] ringing me, you know, chewing me 

out about stopping production. . . . [A]nd I was called up to the office. . . . And they 

put me in the corner, in a chair. And there’s about five of them standing over me 

with their arms crossed. Where does it say we can’t do this?81 

 

 In 2021, two years after The Seattle Times reported on the push to reduce inspections that 

Boeing came to call “Verification Optimization” (“VO”)—after another 737 MAX crash 

(Ethiopian Air Flight 302) led to the loss of 157 lives and the replacement of CEO Dennis 

Muilenburg with Dave Calhoun—the FAA issued a letter rebuking several elements of VO (“2021 

letter”).82 This previously non-public letter is attached at Attachment 6.83 The problems that the 

FAA’s 2021 letter identified were similar to those identified in the FAA’s earlier letters, which, 

according to a Whistleblower, had simply been repackaged after their initial rejection by the 

FAA.84 According to the FAA, these problems included the following: 

 

 
76 Gates, supra note 73. 
77 Id. 
78 Id. 
79 Id. 
80 Barnett Dep. Vol. 1 34, Attachment 3; Barnett Dep. Vol. 2 49–50, 60, Attachment 4. 
81 Barnett Dep. Vol. 2 32. 
82 Brakkton Booker, Boeing CEO Dennis Muilenburg Is Out, NAT’L PUB. RADIO (Dec. 23, 2019, 10:26 AM), 

https://www.npr.org/2019/12/23/790750329/boeing-ceo-dennis-muilenburg-to-step-down; Letter from Senior 

Aviation Safety Inspector, Certificate Mgmt. Off.-Boeing, Fed. Aviation Admin., to Vice President of Commercial 

Airplanes Quality, Boeing, EIR2021NM420001 (May 18, 2021), Attachment 6 [hereinafter “2021 Letter”]. 
83 2021 Letter, Attachment 6. 
84 See Notes of Subcommittee staff call with Anonymous Whistleblower (June 11, 2024) (on file with the 

Subcommittee). 
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• “Boeing procedures [we]re not adequate for determining the required inspections and 

tests used to ensure the product conforms to its approved design . . . .”85 

 

• A new program, Manufacturing Assurance and Process Surveillance (“MAPS”), that 

“enable[ed] the removal of . . . inspections performed by Quality Inspectors” and instead 

inappropriately assigned “inspections to manufacturing personnel” did “not meet Boeing 

quality system requirements or FAA regulatory requirements . . . .”86 

 

• “The FAA found no process that describes how Boeing determines appropriate business 

decisions to justify the removal of mandatory Quality inspections.”87 

 

• Certain procedures “enable[ed] the removal of a Quality inspection/witnessing of the . . . 

functional tests. The FAA determined Quality cannot accept a completed functional 

tests [sic] by relying on document review alone. If the Quality organization does not 

witness the functional test, then it cannot verify the accuracy of the information 

collected . . . .”88 

 

• “The FAA found evidence that Boeing inappropriately delegated inspection authority 

to Manufacturing personnel who did not have the appropriate training or 

certification, inappropriately delegated Quality inspections associated with certain 

engineering requirements to Manufacturing personnel, and allowed the indication of 

product verification and acceptance with a Manufacturing stamp, in violation of the Boeing 

quality system requirements.”89 

 

It is not clear what actions have been taken either by the FAA or Boeing since the FAA 

issued the 2021 letter. The Subcommittee’s Whistleblower indicated that while they believe that 

Boeing had restored many of the eliminated inspections, some processes continue to go without a 

quality inspection.90 Boeing’s repeated efforts to remove quality inspections raise a number of 

unanswered questions including:  

 

• Has Boeing restored all of the removed inspections? 

 

• How many planes are currently in service that were built after Boeing’s reduction of quality 

inspections? 

 

• What corrective action has Boeing taken in response to the 2021 letter, and what 

enforcement action, if any, has the FAA pursued? 

 

 
85 2021 Letter at 5, Attachment 6. 
86 Id. at 5–6, Attachment 6.  
87 Id. at 7, Attachment 6. 
88 Id. at 9, Attachment 6. 
89 Id. at 6, Attachment 6. 
90 See Notes of Subcommittee staff call with Anonymous Whistleblower (June 11, 2024) (on file with the 

Subcommittee); Email from Anonymous Whistleblower to Subcommittee staff (June 11, 2024) (on file with the 

Subcommittee). 
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According to the Subcommittee’s Whistleblower, Boeing continues to generate new 

iterations of VO.91 They told the Subcommittee that the program called “Multi-Function Process 

Performer” (“MFPP”) in Charleston essentially amounts to “the second generation” of the MAPS 

program that the FAA rejected in 2021.92 Although by late 2022 Boeing had reversed the element 

of MFPP that allowed Charleston mechanics to inspect their own work, the Whistleblower alleges 

that MFPP still allows two mechanics who work side by side to agree to inspect each others’ 

work.93 

 
91 See Notes of Subcommittee staff call with Anonymous Whistleblower (June 11, 2024) (on file with the 

Subcommittee). 
92 See id. 
93 David Wren, Boeing Makes Inspection Changes, Promises to Heed Worker Complaints in Safety Push, POST AND 

COURIER (Dec. 4, 2022), https://www.postandcourier.com/business/boeing-makes-inspection-changes-promises-to-

heed-worker-complaints-in-safety-push/article_1a48cf78-724e-11ed-b974-5b5f17e08841.html; Notes of 

Subcommittee staff call with Anonymous Whistleblower (June 11, 2024) (on file with the Subcommittee); accord 

Barnett Dep. Vol. 2 55, Attachment 4 (“[I]f you look back at the MFPP process, you know, that’s basically the same 

thing they were wanting to do with that is, have the mechanics buy off their own work.”). 
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